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You can spot a Fourth Avenue player right away, and I hate 'em.
READER'S GUIDE TO THE SILVER SCREEN

DUNCAN SHEPHERD

The reviewer's priorities are indicated by one to four stars, and antagonism by the black spot. Unrated movies are for now unmentionable.

The Battle of Cable Harbor — Two stars. A tale of the joys and tribulations of a small-town newspaperman, this film is a fine example of the genre. The acting is excellent, and the dialogue is witty and engaging. (Duncan Shepherd, Los Angeles Times)

The Passport — Three stars. A heartwarming tale of a man who, after losing his job, takes a trip around the world to find himself. The cinematography is stunning, and the performances are top-notch. (Duncan Shepherd, The Hollywood Reporter)

The Man From Nowhere — One star. This film is a disaster, from the lackluster acting to the mundane plot. It's best to avoid it altogether. (Duncan Shepherd, The New York Times)

CINEMA LEO

BIG-TIME ART COMES TO TOWN

San Diego tourist traveled far and wide to see the exhibits at the new San Diego Museum of Art. The collection includes works by Monet, Van Gogh, and Picasso, among others. (Jenifer Ketterer, San Diego Union-Tribune)

FRIDAY NIGHT SHOWS

FANTASTIC PLASTIC MACHINE

SPECIAL EVENT

ON ANY Sunday

Endless Summer

STRAND

ALL ARTS THEATRE

3 RECORD SET

WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN

REGULAR $11.98

ONLY $6.98

featuring

THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND + MOTHER MAYBELLE CARTER + EARL SCRUGGS + DOC WATSON + ROY ACUFF + MERLE TRAVIS + JIMMY MARTIN + VASSAR CLEMENTS + JUNIOR HUTCHERSON + NORMAN BLAKE + PETER OSWALD KIRBY

from UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS INC.

LA MESA GROSSMONT SHOPPING CENTER

OPEN SUNNYS

243 FASHION VALLEY

230-9571

A magnificently designed system built around a remarkable compact precision camera.
LENNY BRUCE SUPERSTAR

WHO DO YOU, WHAT DO YOU, THINK YOU ARE?

Lenny Bruce is considered a master of American visual theater and a brilliant comic of social and political satire. Bruce's personal life and career are inextricably linked to the American scene of the 1960s. His performances, both live and recorded, are filled with biting, often controversial humor that targeted social and political issues. Bruce's insights into human behavior and his ability to expose the absurdity of societal norms made him a powerful voice in the counterculture movement of the time.

Bruce's live performances were often marked by the use of his own body as a medium for conveying his message. His memorable use of the带来更多内容...
A LIBRARY OF

WESTERN AMERICANA

The late J. Christian Bay gave us a clutch of delightful bibliographical causcaries on "Three Handfuls of Western Books." The Lost Cause Press has on its staff no such genial esquist-collector as Dr. Bay, but it can offer on microfiche not handfulls, but arm-fulls of western books (including nearly everything that Dr. Bay owned, loved, and described).

A basic library of the first western frontier, from Pennsylvania to the Mississippi, is in our series on Ohio Valley Literature and Kentucky Culture. It is supplemented for the Plains and the Rockies by a series containing nearly all items in the great Wagner-Camp bibliography. Descriptive lists of these series are available.

In order to provide a comprehensive collection on the Trans-Mississippi West, including the "Old Southwest" and Texas, the Lost Cause Press has systematically issued microfiche editions of works not in our other series, particularly later nineteenth-century imprints. The vast majority of these books have disappeared from the antiquarian market, and the very few that are available in even legible reprints are considerably more expensive than our fiche.

We suggest that librarians consider the acquisition of an entire library rather than individual items. (This field is well picked over by private collectors with the means to acquire those expensive books in the original.) In addition, the further advantage of acquiring this collection is that it is supplemented annually by some 400 titles. Within the next decade our fiche collections of Western Americana will be as extensive as those of any of the great research libraries. Now is the time to acquire it on an easy subscription basis.

Catalog cards are available for all titles. There are full descriptions of all titles, with subject and other secondary entries.

approximately 1328 volumes .................. $9960.00

This collection is available on sale or by subscription.

For in print collection comes with a complete set of catalog cards.

Duplicates of items already in library collections may be returned for credit within six months of receipt of deposit.

Lost Cause Press
753 Starks Building
Louisville, Kentucky
40202